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Lab Scenario 1 — GettinG to know VirtuaL MachineS and operatinG SySteMS: windowS and Linux

In this first lab scenario, we set learners up for success by covering course objectives, flow, and assessments. 

Users of this course are also versed on virtual machines in both Windows and Linux as well as operating 

systems and workforce expectations.

1. objectives:

a. Introduction to the CSA-Lab

b. Learn the virtual machines and cloud computing core concepts

c. Learn the basics of operating systems

d. Exploration of Microsoft Windows Server 2016 and its basic features

e. Exploration of Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS and its basic features

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 1 (Essentials)

3. hands-on exercises:

a. Microsoft Windows Server 2016 

b. Ubuntu Linux 14.04 LTS

Lab Scenario 2 — data taMperinG: SieM, SQL, and it infraStructure

Learners will be introduced to the work methodology of a Cyber Security Analyst through learning the 

concept of a SIEM system, basic IT terms and infrastructure, and the impact of cybersecurity incidents on 

the organization.

In this scenario, one will be required to investigate suspicious access to the company’s databases in the 

middle of the night. Allowing learner’s to gain practical experience with operating relational databases and 

MySQL and how to utilize additional research skills when investigating IP addresses and their origins.

1. objectives:

a. Learn the SIEM concepts and terminology

b. Learn the basics of cyber-threats and risks

c. Learn and experience relational databases concepts + implementation: SQL, MySQL

d. Understand the concepts of permissions in digital systems

e. Learn and experience the basics of computer networking

2. complexity 

a. Difficulty Level: 1 (Essentials)
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3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: Data tampering

b. IT Infrastructure: Introduction to IT Infrastructure, Databases

c. Networking: Introduction to Network Infrastructure, Introduction to IP 

d. Specific lessons:

i. SIEM and Alerts

ii. Cyber threats and risks

iii. Relational DB

iv. Interacting with databases and MySQL

v. SQL

vi. IP 

vii. Geo-Location

viii. The Human factor

4. hands-on exercises:

a. SQL and MySQL 

Lab Scenario 3 — hoLeS in the waLL: inVeStiGatinG SySteM LoGS, perMiSSionS  

and coMputer hardware

Learners will be called to block a cyber-attack that has targeted their organization’s bank ATMs across 

town causing them to crash, one after the other. Emphasizing the fact that an attack in the virtual realm can 

significantly affect physical infrastructure and cause severe damages to a financial organization. This scenario 

also stresses the danger of inside threats and why is it so important to maintain a strict permission policy in 

any organization.

During this scenario, users will cover crucial topics in the everyday responsibilities of a CSA including 

computer hardware, operating systems, and permissions. Additionally learning how to investigate system logs 

in both Linux and Windows systems. 

1. objectives:

a. Understand the core concepts of operating systems

b. Understand the basic concepts of permissions

c. Learn and experience Microsoft Windows Server basics

d. Learn and experience Linux  

Ubuntu basics

e. Experience logs analysis

2. complexity: 

a. Difficulty Level: 2 (Easy) 
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3. components:

b. Cyber Threat: Denial of service

c. IT Infrastructure: Computer Hardware, Permissions

d. Specific Lessons:

i. Computer hardware

ii. Linux Ubuntu system logs 

iii. Microsoft Windows event viewer

iv. Insider threat

v. Permissions

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Investigate Windows logs

b. Investigate Ubuntu logs

Lab Scenario 4 — SuSpiciouS network traffic: network Layer, anti-ViruS, and MaLwareS

Users will go over fundamentals of computer networking protocols and concepts. Additionally, they will cover 

TCP/IP models and how to analyze different packet types such as HTTP, HTTPS, and FTP using WireShark, 

one of the most crucial tools in the hands of every Cyber Security Analyst. Learners will also be introduced to 

VirusTotal, one of the largest online file scanning services for the detection and research of viruses and malware.

The theoretical and practical knowledge that users gain will be later utilized to demonstrate how a malware and 

a virus infection can be reflected in the network traffic and identified, making sure the network is protected with 

an up-to-date antivirus. 

1. objectives:

a. Understand the basic computer networking protocols and concepts

b. Learn the trojan malware terminology and behavior

c. Experience network analysis via Wireshark

d. Understand and experience the concept of Anti-virus

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 2 (Easy)

3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: Data leakage

b. Networking:  IP packets and basic network terminology, HTTP, HTTPS, FTP, Network Sniffers and 

Wireshark

c. Specific lessons:

i. Wireshark

ii. Anti-Viruses

iii. Malware

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Network Analysis using Wireshark

b. Anti-virus
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Lab Scenario 5 — port ScanninG: tranSport Layer, portS, and firewaLLS

This lab scenario will focus on one of the most common methods being used by attackers – Port Scanning. While 

trying to deal with this attack, users learn what ports are and what they are used for. Important network concepts 

such as TCP and UDP, infrastructure, firewalls and DMZ are also covered. 

In order to block the attack, users will learn how to block specific ports on a network and also how to prevent 

suspicious IPs from scanning the network with firewall rules in Windows and iptables in Linux.

1. objectives:

a. Understand the concepts of ports and experience working with ports 

b. Understand the concepts of Firewall and experience working with firewall

c. Understand that Ubuntu and Windows have lots of similarities

d. Experience more network analysis using Wireshark

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 2 (Easy) 

3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: Malware scanning the network

b. IT Infrastructure: Firewall, DMZ

c. Networking: TCP and UDP, Concepts of ports

d. Specific lessons:

i. Ports at Ubuntu and Win2K6

ii. Similarities and differences between Windows and Linux

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Windows ports + firewall

b. Ubuntu ports + iptables
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Lab Scenario 6 — coMMand and controL: periMeter defenSe and phiShinG

The learner will be introduced to perimeter defense, one of the most important concepts of network security, 

and the tools that are used to accomplish this, such as firewalls, IDS, and IPS. Furthermore, other important 

network protocols such as DHCP, ICMP, DNS, and ARP will be explained and analyzed. 

Users also cover phishing and spear phishing emails that are popular and dominant attack vectors that 

employees can easily fall victim if not educated properly.

1. objectives:

a. Learn the concept of IDS and IPS, and how it synergizes with other security products.

b. Understand the concept of Phishing emails and social engineering

c. Understand the purpose of Mail relay server and the basics of emailing system

d. Learn about DHCP, ICMP, DNS and ARP protocols

e. Learn and experience the more network analysis

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 3 (Intermediate)

3. components: 

a. Cyber Threat: Phishing emails + C&C communication 

b. IT Infrastructure: Mail relay, IDS

c. Networking: DHCP, ICMP, DNS, ARP

d. Specific Lessons:

i. Networking concepts - network commands on Ubuntu Linux

ii. Use case: Sony Hack

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Phishing emails

b. IDS\IPS

c. Network Traffic Analysis 
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Lab Scenario 7 – adVanced perSiStent threat: dhcp, wMi, and reGiStry

Learners are pesented with a new type of sophisticated and complicated attack – the Advanced Persistent 

Threat (APT) – and its disastrous potential to affect critical infrastructure. In this scenario users cover what 

the Windows Registry and WMI are and how they can be used to find anomalies in the system, particularly 

a malware in the organization’s system. Additionally, they will learn and practice the use of Sysinternals, a 

powerful tool for managing, monitoring, and diagnosing a Windows environment to analyze suspicious files. 

APT attacks are managed by the most powerful and resourceful players in the world of cyber warfare. 

Knowing what they are and how to mitigate and defend against them is crucial and can have an impact at a 

national level.

1. objectives:

a. Understand the different hardware components of a computer

b. Understand the concept of hardening and application control

c. Learn about Microsoft Windows Registry and WMI

d. Experience Sysinternals suite

2. complexity

a. Difficulty Level: 4 (Advanced)

3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: APT

b. IT Infrastructure: Hardening

c. Networking: Detailed network topology (Campus, DC, DMZ)

d. Specific lessons:

i. Microsoft Windows - WMI, Registry

ii. Sysinternals tools

iii. Application Control

iv. Windows hardening 

v. Use case: Stuxnet

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Windows logs and hardening

b. Sysinternals – Process explorer, process monitor, psexec, etc

c. Network Traffic Analysis 
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Lab Scenario 8 – eLeVated perMiSSionS: SieM, dMZ, and Vpn

Learners are introduced to a new type of organizational security approach focusing on MSSP and the 

concept of outsourcing security utilities. In this scenario users will have their first experience in configuring a 

SIEM system, one of the most fundamental skills of a Cyber Security Analyst. All of which is framed around 

a sophisticated attack where a group of hackers managed to take over the account of a network user with 

administrator permissions and infiltrate the network from the outside world.

Dealing with these attackers, users will learn about important network concepts and protocols such as VPN 

and SSH, and gain experience using Microsoft Domain tools, which include Active Directory and GPO. This 

scenario will also emphasize the importance of organizational security procedures and how important it is to 

treat sensitive information with caution.

1. objectives:

a. Learn and experience MS Domain tools

b. Experience a SIEM system and create a correlation rule

c. Understand the concepts of VPN and SSH

d. Practice more network analysis

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 3 (Intermediate)

3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: Excessive privileges \ unused privileges 

b. IT Infrastructure: Microsoft domain tools

c. Networking: VPN and SSH

d. Specific lessons:

i. SIEM - Introduction

ii. Microsoft domain tools - GPO and Active Directory

iii. Permissions - Strong users

iv. Use case: Top 5 Brute-Force attacks

4. hands-on exercises:

a. SIEM System

b. Active Directory and GPO

c. VPN and SSH
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Lab Scenario 9 — craShinG the cLoud: ddoS, cLoud coMputinG, and web SeVerS

The learner will deal with an attack that took place in the company’s cloud infrastructure. In more detail, they will 

be investigating a DDOS attack that caused a company’s servers to crash and make their web services unavailable. 

Through this, users will learn about important network and IT infrastructure concepts such as cloud 

infrastructure and web servers. They will experience two of the most common web servers that are being used 

in almost every company that offers web-based services – Apache and Microsoft IIS. And will be expected 

to practice some more advanced Linux commands and understand how those can be used to protect an 

organization from different attacks, expanding their cyber security arsenal of tools significantly.

1. objectives:

a. Understand the concepts of cloud computing

b. Understand the threat of DDos

c. Experience Apache HTTP server solution

d. Experience more Linux commands

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 4 (Intermediate)

3. components:

a. Cyber Threat: DDos attacks and Bots

b. IT Infrastructure: Web servers, Cloud Infrastructure

c. Specific lessons:

i. Linux – intermediate commands and internals

ii. Apache and Apache HTTP server solution

iii. Use case: Dyn attack

4. hands-on exercises:

a. Apache server
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Lab Scenario 10 —  proactiVe defenSe: VuLnerabiLity aSSeSSMent and patch ManaGeMent

In this scenario users will be introduced to the concept of proactive defense and to one of the most important 

responsibilities of a Cyber Security Analyst, which is preventing attacks before they even occur. To implement 

this concept, users will learn how to conduct a vulnerability assessment for various components of the 

organization’s network including servers, operating systems applications, and advanced tools such as Nmap and 

Nessus. Additionally, this scenario covers that revealing your network’s vulnerabilities is not enough and solving 

those vulnerabilities is just as important as mapping them. To do so, users will learn and practice various patch 

management techniques and make sure that their system and applications are up-to-date and patched with the 

latest security features. 

This is a crucial layer in the defense strategy of every organization, as researchers point out that 

approximately 85% of cyber security attacks are attributed to known vulnerabilities that could have been 

prevented if systems were updated and patched appropriately.

1. objectives:

a. Understand the concepts of vulnerability assessment

b. Understand the importance of patch management

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 5 (hard)

3. components:

4. cyber threat: unpatched infrastructures

5.	 Specific	lessons:

a. Proactive defense

b. Vulnerability assessment methodologies 

c. Vulnerability assessment frameworks

d. Patch Management 

e. Windows Patch Management Tools (WSUS)

f. Linux Patch Management Commands and Tools

6. hands-on exercises:

a. Vulnerability scanning

b. Patch management
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Lab Scenario 11 — the Job interView: aSSeSSinG your cyber SkiLLS

In the last lab scenario, learners will be asked to reflect on their journey toward becoming a Cyber Security 

Analyst. They will cover new security solutions such as next-generation firewalls, anomaly detectors, and 

automated incident response. Additionally, we will provide the users with the tools to stay informed on this 

ever-changing industry. 

All of which, in the end, leads the learner toward her/his final interview exam which requires the learners to 

demonstrate their knowledge and skills.

Successfully completing this last lab scenario will title you with Cybint’s CSA certification.

1. objectives:

a. Develop a holistic approach about incident response

b. Understand the connection between the different threats and scenarios

c. Prepare for a job interview 

2. complexity:

a. Difficulty Level: 5 (hard)

3. components:

4. cyber threat: integration of attacks 

5.	 Specific	lessons:

a. Next-Gen defense mechanisms - NGFW, Anomaly detectors, Isolation, Automated incident-

response, Deception

b. Security blogs and newsletter to follow

c. Job interview guide

d. Job interview questions and tasks

6. hands-on exercises:

a. Deception lab

b. Job Interview lab

Cybint Solutions does offer additional lab scenarios based on your organization’s needs and the curriculum 

structure. Our Threat Intelligence and Penetration Testing are advanced introductory labs that bridge the gap 

between security defenders and cyber attackers. Cybint’s Pen-Testing lab will cover a variety of concepts and 

tools such as finding vulnerabilities in the system. Our Threat Intelligence lab covers the master of collection, 

analysis, and integration of information to shape skills in critical thinking.
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